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Abstract: The heart is a muscular pump whose pumping action is 
controlled by an electrical conduction system. The disturbance in 
conduction may results in inefficient pumping of blood. To 
maintain the conduction in rhythm the device known as 
pacemaker can be used to deliver electrical impulses to heart. The 
number of heart patients has pacemaker implantation every year. 
While patient have implanted with pacemaker it is necessary that 
pacemaker should provide therapy according to the need of 
patient. But, there may be problems in coordination while 
patient’s use pacemaker leading to delivery of inefficient pulses 

needed for heart contractions. In this paper, a simulation tool is 
proposed aiming to achieve synchronization of heart and 
pacemaker on basis of heart’s timing properties which help 
patient adaption to pacemaker. Electrocardiogram is used as 
input diagnostic signal for evaluation of heart. An integrated 
simulation of pacemaker and heart model using VISSIM software 
is proposed for synchronization and optimization of the pacing 
pulses of pacemaker to check the adaptation of pacemaker by 
patient.  
 
Index Terms: Electrocardiogram, Heart, Integration, 
Optimization, Pacemaker, Pacing threshold, Simulation, 
VISSIM. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

  The pacemaker is a device that assists the heart and 
maintains its rhythm regularity and periodicity by generating 
electrical impulses. Patient specific pacemaker functioning 
leads to accurate rhythm therapy delivery to heart. To 
synchronize the pacemaker system with heart condition of 
patient is analyzed by monitoring the Electrocardiogram and 
based on its extracted featured intervals the pacemaker adjust 
its timers and delivers pulses. This coordination of pacemaker 
with heart is necessary to achieve optimal rhythm therapy. 
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A. Cardiac Conduction system 

The cardiac action potential arises from a group of 
specialized cells, the sinoatrial node. This action potential 
passes further to nodal cells and Purkinje cells that keep the 
synchronization of the atria and the ventricle leading to 
contraction of myocardium. 

 
Fig.1.the Action potential leading to muscle contraction 

 

B.  Electrocardiogram 

It is a vital rhythmically repeating bio-signal synchronized 
by the function of heart represented by P, QRS &T waves. 
The shape, polarity and timing of the signal can be used to 
evaluate heart functions. ECG features are used in 
development of pacemaker controller algorithm.  

 
Fig.2. Electrocardiogram with Intervals shown    
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     C.  Heart Rate Determination  

Heart rate is defined as the number of   contractions of the 
heart muscle per minute. Heart rate is calculated with R-R 
interval where: 
Heart rate =60 / R-R interval value. 
R-R interval represents one cardiac cycle. The normal R-R 
interval range is from 0.6 to 1.2 sec. The heart rate need to be 
in proper range for efficient pumping. 

      D.  Pacemaker and its Issues 

A pacemaker is an electronic device used to regulate heart 
rate when it is not maintained naturally by SA node in 
bradycardia patients. It monitors intrinsic EMG of heart with 
electrodes placed on heart muscle to check if heart is beating 
too slowly or pause too long between beats and generate 
pulses for contraction of heart. 

 

 
 

Fig.3. showing Pacemaker leads connected to Heart 

 
E. Pacing Therapy 
 

The pacing therapy is said to be correct if it can maintain 
the regularity and periodicity of heart rhythm and ensure heart 
contractions. So, the pacemaker must be able to monitor heart 
rate and pacing threshold and delivering optimal output pulse 
sufficient to contract heart muscle. The timing control unit of 
pacemaker manages the correct pacing functioning. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

ECG features extraction algorithm and pacemaker 
modeling and interaction between two is demonstrated by 
various approaches. In paper [1] the QRS complex detection 
from ECG signal is described for determination of R-R 
interval and other features describing the heart behavior. In 
paper [2], pacemaker and heart model verification is 
demonstrated emphasizing on closed loop interaction of heart 
with pacemaker based on timing properties of heart. In paper 
[3], an algorithm to analyze the ECG signals is developed for 
use in delivering pulses during electro-poration based 
treatment. Further, paper [4] presented a model of pacemaker 
with rate adaptive feature using ECG’s QT interval 

eliminating the need of rate sensors. The paper [5] presented 
an approach of automatically detecting and adapting features 
like rate response, mode switching and AV interval by 
pacemaker with presented algorithm. The paper [6]-[11] 
presented an algorithm for evaluation of pacemaker therapy 
and functional testing of pacemaker software. This study is 
helpful in development of the proposed integrated simulation. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Aim of this paper is to develop an integrated simulation 
of heart and pacemaker model using VISSIM software to 
synchronize and optimize the pacemaker pacing function. A 
pacemaker system must be able to regulate heart rate and 
adjust its output pacing pulse according to patient’s need. The 
project aims to develop a simulated system by integrating 
heart and pacemaker model to improve adaption of 
pacemaker with patient. The proposed system consists of 
heart model and pacemaker model developed with VISSIM 
software which is a visual block diagram language for 
simulation of dynamic system and model based design of 
embedded systems in less time with easy visual blocks instead 
of hard mathematical equations. The integrated model 
synchronizes pacemaker timers with ECG intervals to 
optimize pacing function of pacemaker. 

 

 
Fig.4.the Block Diagram of Integrated Heart and Pacemker model 

 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

A. Algorithm of development of Proposed System 

In order to develop the proposed system the methodology is 
as follows: 
1) ECG of arrhythmia patients from MIT/BIH database is 

utilized and real time monitoring is done in simulation 
environment of VISSIM for a user-defined duration. 

2) Implementing Pan and Tompkins algorithm QRS complex 
of ECG is detected and features like R-R interval, QRS 
amplitude and Heart Rate are extracted. 

3) The pacemaker model is developed with timed automaton 
in simple VVI mode with its appropriate timers. 

4) The controller of pacemaker model compares the detected 
ECG intervals with programmed intervals and modifies 
timers of pacemaker. 

5) The strength-duration curve is used to optimize the 
duration of output pulse corresponding to pacing threshold 
changes. 
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Fig.5.the Flow Chart of  systematic development of proposed System 

B. Software Implementation in VISSIM 

The Integrated model is developed in VISSIM software an 
intuitive graphical environment for model-based embedded 
development in which diagrams are automatically converted 
to highly-optimized and compact code. The heart and 
pacemaker model is developed. Figure below is showing front 
screen of developed model: 

 
     Fig.6.the Front Screen of Integrated System in VISSIM 

C. ECG Processing Module 

The ECG processing module of heart model is developed 
with Pan and Tompkins algorithm which detects QRS 
complex of given ECG and further determines the R-R 
interval, heart rate and other features. The figure below shows 
implementation of ECG processing module in VISSIM: 

 

 
 

Fig.7. the ECG Processing Module implemented in VISSIM 

D. Heart Beat Profile 

The heart contraction and expansion is there with every 
heart beat. The figure below shows implementation of heart 
beat profile algorithm in VISSIM: 

 
Fig.8.the Heart Beat Profie Implemented in VISSIM 

 

E. Integrated Pacemaker and Heart Model 

The heart model and pacemaker model developed in 
VISSIM and Integrated by sensing and pacing signals with 
controller algorithm.The contractions of heart muscle is 
shown by color transitions of LED. 

 
Fig.9. the Integrated Heart and Pacemaker Model Implemented in 

VISSIM 
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F. Pacing Threshold determination 

Pacing width is determined using strength duration  
Curve based on the formula: 

A = a+ (b/PW)  
A represents pacing amplitude (V), 
PW represents pacing pulse width (ms) and 
 a,b are empirically determined constants 
 

 
Fig.10. the Pacing Width Detection according to Pacing Threshold 

V. RESULTS  

To optimize operation of pacemaker a model of the heart 
model uses ECG of patients from MIT/BIH database having 
recordings of annotated ECG with a sampling rate of 360-Hz 
and 11-bit resolution over a 10-mV range. The pacemaker 
according to the algorithm based on Timed Automaton 
interacts with heart timing properties extracted from ECG 
utilizing well known Pan and Tompkins algorithm. Extracted 
feature of ECG helps in determining heart timing behavior. 
Timed automata formalism is used in pacemaker modeling 
because timing behaviors of heart can be captured by timed 
automata. The verification of pacemaker model is done with 
detected pacing pulse on ECG. The patient database no. 207 
is analyzed below. 

 
Fig.11. the Display Screen Showing a Patient ECG Analysis 

VI. CONCLUSION 

An integrated simulation of pacemaker and heart model 
using VISSIM software is developed providing a common 
environment for realistic simulation of human heart with 
pacemaker. It provides low cost solution and improves critical 
decision making ability allowing the user to analyze the 
function of pacemaker and adaptation to patient needs. The 
ECG evaluation and the pacing capture are analyzed visually. 
The patient’s ECG signal synchronizes the timers of 

pacemaker and pacing width is determined effectively to 
optimize rhythm therapy making pacemaker more adaptable 
to patient’s heart. 
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